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Introduction
Welcome to the Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.). We look forward to
having you as a member of our Club to share your passion as a metal detecting enthusiast. We
hope you are able to attend our monthly meetings on the second Wednesday of each month to
share your stories and network with your fellow detectorists.

You will find the meetings

entertaining, fun and a great way to interact and meet other members of the association.

The contents of this manual are subject to change at any time at the discretion of the
membership. The manual is a convenient reference for general information about your metal
detecting hobby, ethics and rules to follow in the field.

Our club website address is www.rainbowsendclub.ca

If you have any change in your personal information such as e-mail address, home address
and/or phone number, please ensure that your executive are made aware of this information to
update the Club’s records accordingly.

Again, we extend to you a warm welcome. We sincerely believe that being a member of the
Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association will be satisfying and reward

Your Executive Team
Monthly meetings are held on the second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at the Stoney
Creek Legion Hall, 12 King St. East, Stoney Creek, Ontario, parking is located in the rear of the
building.
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To the Detecting Hobbyist:
Metal Detecting is quickly becoming a well established and recognized hobby here in Canada.
As each year goes by, the ranks of this adventurous hobby continues to grow by leaps and
bounds.

Metal Detecting is an ideal family or individual hobby that can be pursued by people of all ages.
Detector hobbyists all share common traits such as an adventuresome spirit, a love of the
outdoors, a restless curiosity about human and natural history plus a love of learning and
researching. Another trait of the metal detecting hobbyist is being a keen observer. When
driving in the countryside they observe farmers’ fields and look for evidence of past settlement;
that copse of trees may once have surrounded a long vanished pioneer log cabin. When
walking though a city park, they observe areas where people of all ages play, rest, picnic and
LOSE VALUABLES. At the beach, they observe areas where people are catching a suntan or
playing volleyball. They see that most of the beachgoers huddle together in a narrow belt that is
close to the water’s edge. That’s an area they should be sure to concentrate on searching when
the crowds have left for the day. They watch for areas where new roads or buildings are being
constructed; what, they wonder, was there before that land was re-zoned for a shopping plaza?
The though processes that accompany the activity of metal detecting gives an added dimension
to all places the detector hobbyist visits. He or she looks at each place with a totally different
perspective than most ordinary people would. The over riding thought is “what sort of human
activity may have occurred there twenty five, one hundred or five hundred years ago?

Throughout the course of history in peace or war, wherever people congregated, they lost
valuables and continue to lose more with every passing day. It doesn’t matter whether the event
was last week’s picnic in the park or last century’s religious revival meeting. Things get lost!
Most articles of value are lost accidentally but there are instances past and present where
valuables are deliberately hidden to safeguard them from unwanted seizure or to hide evidence
of a crime and its spoils. For every article lost, there are just as many purposely hidden.

What do metal detecting hobbyists find? The answer is plenty! Wherever people gather, they
lose coins, rings, bracelets, earrings, neck chains, keys, trade tokens, metal toys, guns, fishing
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lures, watches, medallions, pendants and charms. These articles are quickly drawn into the sod
or work their way deeper into the sub-soil. Deeply buried or hidden in the grass, these goodies
are lying there waiting to be spotted by the electronic eyes of your metal detector.

For many metal detecting enthusiasts, the science and art of metal detecting becomes a lifelong
hobby that takes them to some pretty interesting places and exposes them to plenty of
adventure. Metal detecting is also a hobby that will pay for itself over a period of time as modern
day coins quickly add up to a tidy sum over the course of a detecting season. The hobbyist can
also reap the rewards of finding older, saleable coins that are worth many times their original
face value. Some pieces of jewelry that are found have considerable resale value and historical
artifacts may command huge sums of money depending on the collectors’ market.
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Club Profile
The Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association is a Hamilton, Ontario based club that was
started in 1980 by a dedicated group of metal detecting enthusiasts. Over the years, the club
has grown in membership. Our members are vigorous proponents of the hobby and are drawn
from Hamilton and the surrounding regions.

Our club website is located at www.rainbowsendclub.ca. Executive elections are held every two
(2) years with nominations in September of an election year and the new Executive Committee’s
duties begin in the following January.

Club memberships run for a twelve month period that begin in September of each year. Club
dues are payable at the meeting in September and is $20.00 per year for a single membership
and $25.00 per year for a family membership subject to annual review.

New members are always welcomed at any time. However, for new members that join any other
time besides September, the fees are full rate as stated above up to the end of February, then
charged at a pro-rated amount of $10.00 for a single membership and $12.50 for a family
member until renewal time in September of each year.

All paid up club members in good standing receive a membership card which identifies them as
R.E.M.D.A. members in good standing. Monthly Club meetings are approximately 2-1/2 hours in
duration and are held on the second Wednesday of each month at the Stoney Creek Legion
Hall, 12 King Street East, Stoney Creek, Ontario. Parking is located at the rear of the building,
enter through the back door, proceed to the second floor and we are located in the room beside
the bar and games room area.
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Club Rules and Regulations


All members of R.E.M.D.A. must be familiar with and adhere to the Metal Detector
Hobbyist Code of Ethics that is detailed in this manual.



Any club member who is charged and/or convicted under Federal, Provincial or Municipal
regulations pertaining to vandalism, trespassing, willful property damage, disturbing
historical or cultural sites or engaging in conduct unbecoming of a Professional Metal
Detecting Hobbyist will be expelled from the R.E.M.D.A. and banned from belonging to
the club for a period of ten years.



Any person who has a prior record of conduct unbecoming to a Metal Detector Hobbyist
is not eligible for Club Membership at any time.

Unbecoming conduct includes

convictions for theft, vandalism, trespassing, willful property damage, destruction of
sensitive environmental or cultural sites and violation of any municipal, provincial or
federal laws prohibiting metal detecting activities.


All regular membership fees must be paid at the Club’s regular September meeting. In
order to vote on matters or present opinions or pertaining to the Club’s operations,
persons must be paid up members.



All regular membership fees must be paid in full to participate in any and all club
supported hunts as confirmed by the Sergeant at Arms.



Any Detectorist looking solely for proof of membership to the organization to obtain a
permit for the purpose of detecting in their own area shall be referred to
http://detectingrights.com/get-task-force-certified/ to take the tutorials and print their
own Certificates and Cards at the completion as per the instructions.
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The Metal Detecting Code of Ethics
This code of ethics should form the core of every metal detecting hobbyist’s actions in the field.
Remember, there are plenty of locations that have banned metal detecting and there are those
who would like to see this hobby legislated out of existence. Follow the Code of Ethics and don’t
give Government or Self Interest Groups more excuses to ban us from public lands.


I will respect public and private property, all historical and archeological sites and will do
no metal detecting on these lands without permission.



I will keep informed on and obey all laws, regulations and rules governing Federal,
Provincial and Local Lands.



I will aid law enforcement officials whenever possible.



I will cause no willful damage to property of any kind, including fences, signs, buildings,
and I will always fill holes that I dig.



I will not leave litter or other uncovered items lying around. I will carry all trash and dug
targets with me when I leave a search area.



I will observe the golden rule observing good outdoor manners and conducting myself at
all times in a manner that will add to the stature and public image of all people engaged in
the field of metal detection.
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Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association
Constitution
___________________________________________________________________________
ARTICLE I

CLUB NAME

ARTICLE II

PURPOSE:

ARTICLE III

MEMBERSHIP

ARTICLE IV

GOVERNMENT

The name of this organization is Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting
Association.
The Clubs purpose:
1. To promote the hobby of metal detecting (which is the locating
of metal through the use of electronic equipment) for individuals
and families, through organized meetings and activities, where
both enjoyment and learning can take place.
2. To make ourselves available to Law Enforcement Agencies and
Municipal, Provincial or Federal Associations for any public
services, through the use of our detecting skills. All service will
be done in a systematic and professional manner.
A. Membership is open to any person interested in the metal
detecting hobby with the exception of any detectorist looking
solely for proof of membership for the purposes of obtaining a
permit to detect in their own area and shall be referred to
http://detectingrights.com/get-task-force-certified/ to
complete the tutorial and print their own Certification and Card.
B. Enrolling involves the paying of the Club’s annual membership
dues and adhering to its Constitution and By-Laws.
C. Dues shall be payable at the first meeting of September
annually.
D. Any member may be expelled from the Club, when just cause
is proven and voted on by the active members present
(majority will rule). No refund of annual dues will be given in
event of expulsion.
Section A:
1.

2.

The Elected Club Executive will consist of a President, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer, and Membership
Chairperson.
The Executive shall be elected for a term of two years by a
total majority vote of the active membership present.

Section B:
Duties of the Executive are outlined in the By-Laws. The executive have
the right to add or delete any By-Laws as deemed necessary and
approved by the membership.
Section C:
In the event that an elected officer is seen by the membership to be
failing in their responsibilities, a successor shall be elected by the
majority vote, upon the removal of said officer.
Section D:
Any person wishing to make changes in our Constitution or By-Laws
must submit them in writing to the Executive. They will be presented to
the Executive for approval, then on to approval of the membership.
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Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association
By-Laws
ARTICLE I

ARTICLE II

MEETINGS

A. Monthly meetings will be held on the second Wednesday of the
month at 7:30 p.m. unless otherwise stated.
B. The quorum to transact business shall be the majority of all
active members present.

ELECTED
EXECUTIVE DUTIES
President






Calls special meetings of Officers and Members
Appoints non-elected Officers and Committee Heads
Presides at all meetings
Represents the Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association to
the General Public and performs all duties necessary of this
office

Vice-President



Assumes and performs the duties of the President in his/her
absence
Assists the President in his/her duties
Responsible for "Finds Board" each month. This includes but
not limited to tallying monthly votes by club members and keep
track of year to date annual "Finds Board" points.
Prepare and present "Finds Board" awards at annual December
Christmas meeting.





Secretary







Treasurer







Membership
Chairperson
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Responsible for all correspondence
Record the business transactions at all meetings (financial
status not to be included on website)
Responsible for co-coordinating with the webmaster to ensure
meeting minutes are posted to the website in a timely manner.
Responsible for distributing monthly meeting minutes to all
paid individual members on a timely basis.
Responsible to communicate with all paid club members as
required.
To receive, disperse and deposit all monies belonging to the
Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association
To keep accurate accounts of all finances and report the state of
the treasury monthly
To sign all cheques in conjunction with another Executive Officer
To coordinate/sell monthly raffle tickets at club meetings, as well
as, provide prizes for “Monthly Find’s Board Winner’s
Membership Dues:
 To coordinate with the Membership Chairperson a
complete list of all paid members
 To record all membership dues and fees

To keep and maintain an updated membership listing along with
dues/fees and provide a copy to the Treasurer for recording
purposes
To provide all members with membership cards
To maintain and update the Club Manual and provide all new
members with a copy
Page 10

Appointed NonElected Positions
Webmaster

Sergeant at Arms



Will receive all newsworthy correspondence and organize it on
the Club’s website



To assist the presiding official of all meetings to maintain control
and noise levels during such meetings.
To ascertain the validity of membership at all club hunts.
Preside over elections.



Program Director




Members at Large (2)

Organize and arrange club functions to include but not limited to
2 to 3 club hunts per year, pot luck at Rainbow's End Southern
Ontario May hunt and Christmas dinner at December meeting
Co-ordinates with the executive on monthly club agenda activities



To assist the attending executives when any other executive
member(s) are absent.



To act in an advisory position to the current executive

Honorary Position
Past President
ARTICLE III

ELECTIONS

A. The Election process will commence at the September meeting
every two years (2017, 2019, 2021 etc.).
B. The election nominees will be done by secret ballot votes and
will commence at the September meeting followed by a
communication in the September meeting minutes.
C. The final election vote will take place at the October meeting.
D. The electing of the Executive will be done by secret ballots.
Total majority rules.
E. The Sergeant at Arms will be responsible for providing ballot
votes for nominees and election votes.
F. Sergeant at Arms along with another executive will be
responsible to tally the votes. The Sergeant at Arms shall cast
his/her ballot prior to the actual election and seal it in an
envelope. In the event of a tie, the Sergeant at Arms shall act
as a tie breaker vote.
G. The term of office as President or Vice-President is limited to
three consecutive terms. However, in the event there is no one
to run for office position(s), the present officers may stay in by
acclamation.
H. To be eligible to vote you must be a paid up member in good
standing and if under a family membership, fourteen years of
age or older.
I. New Executive Members will commence their job duties
effective at the first meeting in the month of January.

Should the Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association, for some reason, dissolve, all monies in the
treasury will be donated to a recognized charity as determined by the executive in term, after all bills have
been paid.
This constitution and By-Laws has been revised as of January 30, 2007
This constitution and By-Laws has been revised as of September 9, 2008
This constitution and By-Laws has been revised as of September 8, 2009
This constitution and By-Laws has been revised as of February 10, 2016
Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association

Policy for Donations and Gifts

The purpose of this policy is to establish consistent giving policies to ensure fairness to all our
members.
In case of:


The death of a R.E.M.D.A club member or the death of a club member's immediate family
defined as children, parents, and grandchildren, shall receive a condolence gift valued at
$50.



The illness of a R.E.M.D.A. club member that is very serious or requires hospitalization
will receive a get well wish valued at $50.



Congratulations on the birth of a child or wedding of a R.E.M.D.A. club member shall
receive a congratulatory gift valued at $50.



Hard times for R.E.M.D.A. club members to be determined on an individual basis as
recommended by the executive.



Support to other metal detecting clubs for death, illness, congratulations and hard times to
be determined by the executive.



Guest non-member speakers at R.E.M.D.A. club functions shall receive an honorarium as
approved by the executive.
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Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association
General Guidelines for the Agenda at the Monthly Meetings
___________________________________________________________________________
1.

President welcomes and introduces any guests and new members.

2.

The President and/or Vice President asks for acceptance of same for the previous
months Minutes of the Meeting:
“Any omissions or alterations”
(a) if none – move for acceptance. Record proposer and seconder
(b) if disagreement – discuss and when general agreement reached, move for
“acceptance with amendments noted”. Record proposer and seconder

3.

Treasurer to read report.

4.

Program Director to provide any information of correspondence highlighting other Club’s
news, if any.

5.

President and or Vice-President: Old Business, New Business

6.

Evening Program – Speaker, Showcase, Stories etc.

7.

BREAK
1. Vote on Monthly Find’s Board
2. Purchase Draw Tickets
3. Intermingle with fellow detectorist

8.

Continue with the evening program…
1. Results of the Monthly Find’s Winners
2. Results of the Draw Ticket Winners

9.

Auction based on availability of the donated items, proceeds of which go toward the
Rainbow's End Southern Ontario Hunt in May of each year.

10.

Open Forum

11.

Closure of meeting

12.

Meeting adjourned

Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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Annual Hunter Trophy
The Annual Hunter Trophy will be awarded at the December meeting each year. The “Find’s
Board” points are awarded over the course of the year (Jan-Nov) for designated “Finds of the
Month” that are voted best in each of the eight categories by the collective membership. The
points are assigned as follows:
8 Category Point Structure

Most Unusual
Find
Overall Best
Find










Points

Gold Jewellery

100

Silver Jewellery

100

Costume Jewellery

100

Coins

100

Relics

100

Miscellaneous

100

Most Unusual

100

Overall Best Find

100

Find’s Board finds will be considered on the board from anywhere in Canada or the
Continental United States, however not applicable to islands.
Prize values - $2 per category plus 1 overall best find at $3.
Member Prizes – A variety of scratch and lottario tickets.
The value for all categories regardless of a tied score will received 100 points in order to
make the competition fair and equitable for everyone.
The “Costume Jewellery” category is to accommodate any form of jewellery that does not
have a jeweller’s mark, but is fashioned from metal and is plated with gold or silver. Finds
can also be lead, copper, bronze, pewter, stainless or regular steel, as well as, any metal
object intended to be worn as jewellery.
Club members must be in attendance in order to be eligible to place finds on the monthly
find’s board.
The Find’s Board should only have your find’s that you have found within the month
you’ve found them unless you are not present for a club meeting due to illness, vacation
etc.
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Winners of the “Find’s Board” trophy are entitled to retain it for one year and are
considered the “Defending Champion”. In the event of an annual “Find’s Board” tie
between two (or more) club members; the trophy will be awarded on a “co-winner” basis.

Find’s Board Code of Ethics
The Find’s Board is a fun contest for all club members, please keep the spirit of this in mind and
be honest when placing your finds on the board:




Only submit items that are found in the Canada or the Continental United States but not
applicable to islands
Only submit items that are found with a metal detector (no eyeball finds)
Vote fairly and only once for each category

Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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The Club Website (www.rainbowsendclub.ca)
The Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association has built and maintains a Club Webpage, which
is designed to keep members informed of upcoming events, announcements, or changes. The
“Home” page contains a subsection for Announcements, which contains the latest information of
upcoming scheduled hunts and upcoming meetings.
The Home page contains several tabs, which will take you to different sections of the webpage.
About Tab
This section will take the member to a page that describes who and what REMDA is all about. It
also contains information about our monthly meetings including the address along with a map for
directions.
Events & Announcements Tab
This section contains a full list and summary of each announcement and event that has been
posted to the site by the Webmaster. Unlike the Home page announcements subsection, this
page contains ALL announcements going back to the creation of the webpage.
Meetings Tab
This section contains a list of all monthly meetings starting with the most recent. Clicking on one
of these meetings will take the member to a detailed page which contains a link to a PDF of the
Meeting Minutes for that month, plus a full chart of the “Finds of the Month”, complete with the
winning entry for each section (Coin, Gold, Silver, Costume Jewelry, Relic, Miscellaneous, Most
Unusual). The winning entry in each category will contain a photo of the find plus the name of
the winner (First name plus last initial only).
Photos Tab
This section is a photo gallery containing pictures of past hunts, club events, special interest,
and all finds from the “Find’s of the Month”. This section may also include short videos of club
events and hunts.
Links Tab
This section contains Internet links to other club websites, tutorial sites about the hobby of metal
detecting, special interest sites, Metal Detecting manufacturer’s websites, and Metal Detecting
Dealer’s websites.
Contact Us Tab
This section contains information on how to contact the Webmaster of our website.
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Tools for the Metal Detecting Hobbyist
Every hobbyist needs a basic tool kit in order to make a proper job of probing the whereabouts
of targets and then retrieving them with a minimum disturbance to the surrounding ground and
turf. A great deal of coin hunting is done in public parks where you want to be especially neat in
your probing, digging and retrieval techniques.

A good workable tool kit can be built on the following items:


A long thin shafted metal probe with a rounded, blunt tip to use in locating buried targets
your detector has alerted you to. To locate the target and make retrieval easier, gently
penetrate the soil with your probe and locate the exact depth and position of the coin.
The blunt tip of the probe will not damage the face of a potentially valuable target.



A blunt tipped long shafted screwdriver that can be used much like the probe. However,
the screwdriver can also be used to cut a wedge of turf around the located target. Lift the
lid of turf upwards and probe the hole or the wedge lid for your target. When you have
successfully retrieved your find, it’s an easy matter to close and pack the lid into its
original position. In many sites, especially parts, the screwdriver retrieval method is the
only method permitted for cutting sod.



A stainless steel sharp edged trowel for digging into the sod and ground. This small item
is perhaps the most important piece of hardware in your tool kit. While the screwdriver
method is preferred, the trowel method is a close second. When you have pinpointed
your target, use your trowel to dig a half circle around it. Swing the cut sod upwards,
probe and retrieve your find then swing the lid back into place.



A sturdy hunting knife to cut into sod and soil. Many hunters will cut a square or circular
plug of turf and then probe either the plug or the hole to locate the target. The cut plug
fits neatly back into place when it’s packed into the hole. Please note, some locations
have become very sensitive to anyone who possesses a knife.

Don’t make it too

conspicuous in public places as you could be apprehended by police.
Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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An electronic probe that is actually a miniature metal detector in itself. Some models give
an audible signal while others give a characteristic vibration when they come in contact
with metal. Either way, an electronic probe will greatly assist you in locating difficult
targets in clumps of soil, tangled grass roots or deep holes. This is a more expensive
piece of technology but the time and aggravation it takes when locating targets makes the
probe invaluable.



Stainless steel scoops for digging into beach sand either on the dry burm or in the surf
itself. Short handled scoops are used on the beach and long handled scoops that are
used like shovels for shallow and deeper water. Regardless of size or length of handles,
the main bucket of your scoop should have holes large enough to allow the passage of
sand and water but small enough to trap rings, coins and other small valuables.

Other handy tools for you kit can include:


A “cash and trash” apron or pouch in which to deposit your keepers and junk targets.



A sheet of plastic film on which to spread dug soil while searching for your target.



A small first aid kit.



A magnifying glass.



A pair of gloves to protect your hands from sharp objects like glass or bits of wire, nails
etc.



A set of spare batteries for your detector.



A flashlight (not to be used for sneaking into restricted areas but rather for nighttime
beach hunting for example).

Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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Pinpointing and Target Recovery Pictorial
“Pinpointing and Recovery” deals with ways of minimizing the damage to vegetation when
extracting targets.
Proper recovery techniques are a very important part of the metal detecting hobby. With any
recovery method care must be taken to leave no trace on the ground that any digging took
place.
Improper digging is not only unsightly but is very disrespectful to property owners and to fellow
hobbyist.
The use of a drop cloth is important. A small towel or rag works well. If the dirt is placed on the
grass it will quickly dry out and turn white leaving a sign that the ground has been disturbed. It is
much easier and faster to dump the dirt back into the hole instead of trying to rake thru the grass
with your fingers. It also makes it easier to locate the target amongst the dirt on the cloth, rather
then on the grass.
We have provide four types of pinpointing and recovery methods for you to review below, the
probe and driver method, plugging method, slit method and the hinged door method.
The “Probe and Driver Method” is used in less moist lawns where targets are not so deep
(one to 4 inches). This method requires more practice but is much less damaging to grass then
plugging.
The “Plugging Method” is used only where allowed in natural wooded areas and very moist
lawn areas. Plugging in hard dry ground can damage grass roots leaving yellow “dead spots” in
time.
The “Slit Method” is an alternative to the widely accepted “hinged plug” method. It was
developed when it was found that even with the most conscientious efforts, less than
satisfactorily results were obtained by plugging. Especially true in moderately dry to dry
conditions.
The advantages to the “Slit Method” are that the sod is at no time severed from its surrounding
root system, and there is no chance of a lawnmower flipping up a plug. This method virtually
eliminates any damage to lawns.
The concept of the “Hinged Door Method” holds true for most digging tools and lawn
situations.
It is very important for your future in metal detecting that you take care in digging. Unsightly
holes are dangerous to people and live stock as well as detrimental to continued use of
detectors in that and other areas.
In addition considerate digging methods will determine the respective laws and/or restrictions in
your area. Some areas may have restrictions on the size and type of digging tool allowed which
Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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may present additional challenges. Contact your local Dealer, Area Detecting Club, Local
Police, or Parks and Recreations Departments.
The “Hinged Door Method” of digging is widely recommended to minimize damage to lawns and
thereby minimize concerns some may have about detector use in multiple use and well
maintained areas.
There are almost as many recovery techniques as there are treasure hunters, but the methods
shown below are some of the most popular ones. Whichever method that you choose, please
remember that responsible treasure hunters take pride in their ability to leave the soil and
vegetation undamaged, and irresponsible treasure hunters give the rest of us a bad name and
may ultimately destroy the hobby for everyone.

So, whatever target recovery method you decide to use,
PLEASE DO IT PROPERLY!
The future of the hobby depends on it.

Rainbow’s End Metal Detecting Association (R.E.M.D.A.)
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Target Recovery

Information adapted from “Tools ‘N Techniques”
by Robert H. Sickler

“Probe and Driver
Method”
Tesoro Electronics, Inc.
Fig. 1-A
After pinpointing target, using a non-metallic probe
such as a modified fiberglass fishing rod, or a
metallic probe such as a blunted ice pick (former
being the least damaging to the target), locate target
depth.

Fig. 1-B
Next, insert eight-inch screwdriver on center just
above target and rotate slightly to open ground.

Fig. 1-C
Now insert screwdriver just under target at an angle
and lever target to surface.

Fig. 1-D
Brush all loose dirt back in the hole and close by
exerting pressure all around the opening.
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Target Recovery

Information adapted from “Tools ‘N Techniques”
by Robert H. Sickler

“Plugging Method”
Tesoro Electronics, Inc.
Fig. 1-A
After pinpointing target, cut (using a six inch sturdy
hunting knife) three sides of a four inch cube around
target centre.

Fig. 1-B
Cutting a “hinged” cube rather than a complete cone
shaped plug will properly orient its return, prevent
removal by lawnmower, and lessen the chance of
scratching the target. Carefully with the knife blade,
pry against the cube side opposite the “hinge” (uncut
side) and fold back.

Fig. 1-C
Scan searchcoil over plug, and hole to isolate target
location. If target is in plug, carefully probe until
located. If target is in hole and not visible, probe
bottom and sides until located and remove.

Fig. 1-D
Repeat scan for additional targets. Replace all loose
dirt with plug. Seat plug firmly with foot.
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Target Recovery - “Hinged Door Method”
Information adapted from

#1

#2

#3

Locate a good metal, pinpoint the
centre, and if your instrument has
depth reading take note of the
depth. Practice on surface metals
with the loop held several inches
above the target.

Use a sturdy digging tool preferably
a trowel or knife to cut a horseshoe
shaped cut around the pinpointed
metal. Leave an uncut hinge area
to keep the grass in place during
mowing and to promote quick regrowth.

Cut through the turf, if your
instrument has depth reading to the
indicated approximate depth be
careful to cut around the metal so
as not to damage it.

#4

#5

#6

Check for metal visually and if
necessary with your detector to see
if the meal is in the flap or in the
hole.

A pinpointing probe can optionally
be used to speed the process of
finding the metal in the flap or in the
hole.

#7

#8

#9

If additional dirt needs to be
removed from the hole, place it on a
drop cloth (hand towel).

After recovering the metal the dirt
can then easily be dumped black in
the hole with a minimum of
spreading.

Flip the turf flap back into place and
step on it firmly. Once completed
very little sign of digging should be
seen

Use your digging tool to pry the turf
flap up hinging it over so that the
surface area where the metal was
pinpointed rests up side down.

.
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Target Recovery - “Slit Method”
This method was detailed in Western & Eastern
Treasures Magazine in July 1994 Issue

#1
Pinpoint the target as close as possible. If the target is shallow then you should use a probe to recover it. If the
target is deeper the use a sturdy knife, trowel or other suitable tool to cut a slit about 8” long directly over the
target and at a 45 degree angle to the ground.

#2

#3

#4

Make a second slit at the opposite
45 degree angle by going back into
the first slit and just below the sod.

Use your digging tool to pry the slits
open.

It is very easy now to remove the
dirt plug usually in one piece by
prying it out from each end and
placing it on the drop cloth. Unless
the target is real deep it will
probably be in the plug, if not then
dig deeper.

#5

#6

#7

Dump all the dirt back in the hole. If
you removed a lot of the dirt then
you may need to stop and pack it
down a time or two. If are careful
with the plug you can replace it
intact or in a few pieces. Use your
tool to form the dirt back to its
original shape.

Step down the sod by pushing
toward the slit from each side.
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Step straight down on the slit, and
then ruffle up the grass with your
hand or foot. When done properly
there will be no trace that any
digging took place.
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Setting Up Your Detector
Scanning with a metal detector has considerable health benefits as a bonus to your finding
potentially valuable treasure. The slow walking for long periods of time while scanning is an
excellent form of mild physical exercise. Putting your cares aside and focusing on the intrigue of
the hunt while spending hours outdoors in the fresh air and sunshine is an excellent form of
mental hygiene.

However, to fully enjoy the hobby and to avoid aches and pains, it is important to set your
detector to suit your needs and physique. Think of your detector as an extension of yourself
both in a physical and psychological sense.

Set the shaft of your machine to a comfortable length that allows you to scan ground easily while
standing upright. Adjust the search coil so it’s perfectly parallel with the ground. With the shaft
at a comfortable length and the coil evenly adjusted, you can slowly swing you detector for long
periods of time and not feel fatigued. When scanning, keep the coil level to the ground and
sweep your detector in a slow and steady motion from side to side. Overlap each sweep so as
not to miss any ground that may hide targets.

Your detector is a masterpiece of electromagnetic technology, learn how to adjust its settings
according to conditions of the areas your hunt. In this way, you will gain the greatest satisfaction
from increased quality and quantity of finds.
A metal detector is basically a radio transmitter and receiver that are housed in the detector’s
search coil. The transmitting and receiving action generates an electromagnetic field. This field
“flows” out from the search coil and “couples” with the ground below it. When that coupling is
broken by the presence of buried metal, your detector senses the break and emits the familiar
beep.
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Your modern metal detector has special circuitry that is designed to minimize false signals from
heavily mineralized soils. It also has the ability to distinguish between metals based on their
level of conductivity. As a general rule of thumb, high conductivity metals such as silver, copper,
platinum and gold make for desirable targets like coins and jewellery. Low conductivity metals
such as iron and aluminum make for junk targets like pull tables and bottle caps.

In a trash filled park where coins are mixed in with bottle caps and other low conductivity junk,
you should set your detector’s discriminator to reject the junk while tuning in the more valuable
metals. This can save you hours of needless digging and increase the number of keepers you
find.

Many detectors have the ability to let you program specific types of metal to hunt. Pas the type
of metal you’re looking for over the coil of these intelligent machines (silver coins for example)
and your machine will accept only this type of metal. For the most part, you can now search
even the trashiest areas and dig only the good targets.
If you’re looking for deeply buried targets in an old park, you should set the detector’s sensitivity
control to a higher number in order to penetrate deeper into the soil where the older coins and
valuables lie. If you find however that your detector is chirping and giving false signals, cut the
sensitivity back as heavy ground mineralization or electromagnetic interference from nearby
power lines will affect your machine at higher sensitivity levels.

Many detectorists hunt in areas where there are likely to be valuable artifacts made of iron or
lead. If you’re hunting a field or other area that is historical in nature, consider using your
detectors “All Metal Mode” which signals all metals under your search coil.
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Places to Hunt
Treasure is to found everywhere that people have been. The following is a general list of
interesting places to search for today’s lost valuables and yesterday’s historical items.
**Please ensure to check with local by-laws to ensure you are able to detect in the area.
When in doubt do not hunt.**

Baseball Diamonds

Behind and under bleachers, front of concession stands, and the
field itself.

Soccer Fields

Along the sidelines, behind the goal net, and in the field.

Parks and Playgrounds

Around picnic tables, under swings and slides, around drinking
fountains, along walkways, check under trees, children’s sand
filled play areas and around band shells.

Beaches

Along the water’s edge and the 30 to 40 foot belt closest to the
water. Most people tend to congregate in that area when lying or
resting on the beach. Along walkways, in grassy or shaded
areas, around docks, picnic tables, concession stands and sand
covered parking lots. Out in the water is a prime area to search.

School Yards

Wherever children congregate and play.

Old Swimming Holes

In the water and around the water’s edge where people tend to
congregate.

Popular Fishing Area’s

Especially on river banks, in and around docks where boats
unload, grassy areas where people laid or rested and graveled
parking lots.

Campgrounds

Individual campsites where tents or motor homes were parked,
boat ramps, picnic areas, playgrounds, and biking trails.

Fairgrounds

A must for any hobbyist. Look for outlines of game or food
booths, check under the area where rides are placed, along the
main footways where people walk, behind bleachers and near the
grandstand area.

Roadside Turn-outs

Around picnic tables, areas where cars load and unload, under
trees and any grassy areas where people would rest or children
would play.

Any Major Rally Site

Especially if held in a public or grassy area. What’s happening in
your local area? Watch for events such as rock concerts,
company picnics, religious meetings, major sports events,
summer festivals, the list goes on and on.
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Ghost Towns and Old
Homesteads

This is a whole separate topic and fascinating aspect of treasure
hunting. You will likely find old coins and oddities in these sites
as well as learning some interesting pioneer history about your
province or country.

Toboggan and Ski Hills

Lots of change and other valuables get lost as people are
bounced around especially at the bottom on the hill. A prime spot
for checking is in the Spring.

Beaches are a favorite hunting ground for Detector Hobbyists. There is more potential to find
gold and silver rings, necklaces, earrings, watches and coins than your average park or
fairground. Depending on the beach and its current state of use or past history, you may find
yourself using all your detector’s discrimination and programming features to look for targets.
You may want to set your detector up in the all metal mode as your breach may harbour iron or
brass artifacts from shipwrecks or other historical events. In this mode you can look for older
targets as well as searching for coins and jewellery lost at last week’s volley ball game or group
outing.
If the beach is extremely trashing and contains loads of pull tabs, bottle caps and aluminum foil;
use your detector’s programmable capability to accept coins and jewellery while rejecting the low
end junk. There is one note of caution for beach hunters; pull tabs register in the same area of
your detector’s digital display as valuable gold rings. When beach hunting, don’t ignore pull tab
signals as you may be overlooking gold rings too!
The trick to successful treasure hunting is to be observant and watch where people congregate
when at leisure on beaches and parks. Search these areas. Make it a habit to browse your
newspaper and look for upcoming events that could leave treasure behind for you to find.
Research pays off in big dividends when you locate old, long forgotten sites where people used
to go.
Have fun and plan for plenty of adventure as a Treasure Hunter. One cardinal rule however is to
observe all laws governing private and public property. Always ask permission before hunting a
site and follow the golden rules of treasure hunting etiquette and ethics. You’ll be a good
ambassador for the hobby and you’ll be doing yourself as well as others a favour.

Happy hunting and hope to see you in the field!
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